Stabilization of an optical microscope to 0.1 nm in three
dimensions
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Mechanical drift is a long-standing problem in optical microscopy that occurs in all three dimensions. This
drift increasingly limits the resolution of advanced surface-coupled, single-molecule experiments. We overcame this drift and achieved atomic-scale stabilization 共0.1 nm兲 of an optical microscope in 3D. This was
accomplished by measuring the position of a fiducial mark coupled to the microscope cover slip using
back-focal-plane (BFP) detection and correcting for the drift using a piezoelectric stage. Several significant factors contributed to this experimental realization, including (i) dramatically reducing the low
frequency noise in BFP detection, (ii) increasing the sensitivity of BFP detection to vertical motion, and
(iii) fabricating a regular array of nanometer-sized fiducial marks that were firmly coupled to the cover
slip. With these improvements, we achieved short-term 共1 s兲 stabilities of 0.11, 0.10, and 0.09 nm (rms)
and long-term 共100 s兲 stabilities of 0.17, 0.12, and 0.35 nm (rms) in x, y, and z, respectively, as measured
by an independent detection laser. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 170.0180, 180.3170, 170.4520, 170.6900.

1. Introduction

Localization of a single object is not limited by the
Rayleigh criterion and has been widely used in singlemolecule experiments to resolve nanometer-scale motion of beads,1 fluorophores,2 and organelles.3 The
optical imaging of biological systems can also resolve
features down to 16 nm,4 well below the diffraction
limit 共⬃220 nm兲. As both localization and imaging
measurements resolve smaller and smaller distances,
the physical drift between the microscope objective and
the sample becomes increasingly problematic.
Moreover, in surface-coupled optical-trapping experiments,1,5–7 this unwanted physical drift can be
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the limiting source of instrumental noise.8 Yet there
is a strong desire to resolve 0.1 nm motion for a myriad of biophysical applications,9 including measuring10 and aligning11 enzymatic motion along DNA
with 1 base pair 共0.34 nm兲 resolution. In surfacecoupled single-molecule experiments, an enzyme is
typically anchored to the surface, while an optically
trapped bead, indirectly coupled to the enzyme by a
protein and兾or a DNA molecule, detects the enzymatic motion [Fig. 1(a)].12,13 Drift is then coupled into
the bead– enzyme distance measurement, obscuring
the underlying enzymatic motion. Ideally, such unwanted drift would be eliminated in all three dimensions, since many single-molecule experimental
geometries are sensitive to both horizontal and vertical drift.9,14
The introduction of a fiducial mark, or a reference
point, into the system provides a means to measure
and minimize objective-sample drift. Commonly, the
fiducial mark is a micrometer-sized bead affixed to
the microscope cover slip, the position of which is
deduced using video-imaging analysis.15,16 Such analysis has been used in a feedback loop to stabilize an
optical microscope in three dimensions,15,16 recently
achieving ⬃0.8 nm stabilization in each axis at 25
Hz,16 though without independent verification.
Compared to video-based techniques, laser-based
back-focal-plane (BFP) detection17,18 offers significantly enhanced bandwidth and potentially better
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Fig. 1. (a) One application of 3D stabilization is optical-trapping
experiments where both horizontal and vertical drift are important. The bead is trapped in a focused laser beam (red dashed
curve) and its position is detected by a laser (red). A second laser
(blue) measures the fiducial mark position, shown here as a post.
(b) Schematic of the 3D stabilization system: QPD, quadrant photodiode; CCD, charge-coupled device; PZT Mirror, closed-loop leadzirconate-titanate mirror. The blue-shaded components are in
optically conjugate planes.

resolution.19 BFP detection measures the relative position of the laser (set by the objective) to a fiducial
mark (attached to the cover slip) in three dimensions20 and is, therefore, a promising candidate for
3D stabilization of a microscope. While laser-based
detection can potentially achieve subpicometer localization of a fiducial mark, instrumental drift, particularly at low frequencies 共0.1–100 Hz兲, limits such
measurements.17,19 Several significant factors contributed to our minimization of this instrumental
noise. First, we significantly increased the lowfrequency stability of BFP detection. Next, we enhanced the vertical sensitivity of BFP detection.
Finally, we fabricated an array of fiducial marks
firmly coupled to the cover slip. With these improvements, we stabilized a microscope to 0.1 nm (rms) in
each axis over short times 共1 s兲, as measured by an
independent detector, while simultaneously achieving a stability of ⱕ0.35 nm (rms) over longer periods
共100 s兲. In comparison with previous real-time stabilization techniques,16 we achieved an eightfold improvement in each axis at the same temporal
resolution, with the added assurance of independent
verification.
2. Methods
A.

Laser-Based Microscope Stabilization System

The optical microscope used in this study was built
upon a microscope body (Nikon TE2000) that was cus422
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tomized to increase its stability as described in earlier
work.8 To actively stabilize this microscope in threedimensions, we measured the position of a fiducial
mark coupled to the stage by using BFP detection17,18
and applied a feedback loop to keep this position constant [Fig. 1(b)]. More specifically, a laser, focused by
the objective (Nikon, PlanAPO-100X-IR, NA ⫽ 1.4),
scattered off the fiducial mark in the image plane and
was collected by the condenser. The scattered laser
light interfered with the unperturbed laser beam in
the BFP of the condenser, which was imaged onto
a quadrant photodiode (QPD, PerkinElmer Optoelectronics, YAG-444-4A; 250 kHz bandwidth with
custom electronics; ⬃40 W laser power at detector).
The fiducial mark’s horizontal motion 共x, y兲 relative
to the laser was deduced from the normalized intensity difference on the QPD while vertical motion (z)
was deduced by the sum signal—the total light falling
upon the four quadrants of the QPD.20 The normalized differences, as well as the offset-amplified sum
signal (see Subsection 2.C), were digitized using 16
bits at either 4 or 10 kHz, and the resulting voltages
were converted to positions.8 Measurements were
made in an acoustically quiet (NC30), temperatureregulated room 共⫾0.2 °C兲.
A software-based feedback loop analyzed the position of the fiducial mark and stabilized the microscope
by controlling the position of the sample via a lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) stage [Fig. 1(b)]. More precisely, the software calculated the average positional
signal every 10 ms and generated a proportional error
signal. Next, the software digitally outputted the error signal to the stage controller (Physik Instrumente, E-710.P3D) that, in turn, moved the sample
via a closed-loop, 3D PZT stage (Physik Instrumente,
P517.3CD).
Active stabilization requires a feedback loop. The
simple application of feedback loops, without independent verification of their performance, can lead
to erroneous conclusions of stability. To understand
the necessity of this independent measurement, let
us consider one source of instrumental noise that
affects BFP detection: laser-pointing instability.
Such pointing noise causes apparent motion between the objective and the sample that is compensated for by the feedback loop, leading to added
noise that destabilizes the microscope. Without independent verification, there is no knowledge of this
noise.21 Therefore we tracked the position of the fiducial mark with a second laser. To quantify the microscope stability, we calculated the short-term stability
by averaging the rms noise within the specified bandwidth (25 to 1 Hz) of 100 consecutive 1 s intervals.
The data for presentation were boxcar averaged to
10 Hz except where indicated.
At first, the fiducial marks were 400 nm diameter
beads melted onto the microscope coverslip in an
epoxy-stabilized flow chamber.8 Later, we fabricated
nanometer-scale glass posts onto cover slips (see Subsection 2.D).

B. Reduction of Low-Frequency Noise in
Back-Focal-Plane Detection

More than a decade ago it was shown theoretically
that laser-based measurements could achieve subpicometer localization of micrometer-sized beads.19
However, instrumental drift, particularly at low
frequencies, limited such measurements.17,19 To
overcome this instrumental drift, we significantly increased the low-frequency stability of BFP detection by
addressing multiple sources of low-frequency laser
noise.
Previously, we addressed one source of lowfrequency noise, the pointing stability of the detection
laser, by using optical fibers to increase the pointing
stability.8 Briefly, we fiber coupled two diode lasers
(Blue Sky Research, VPSL,  ⫽ 785 and 850 nm) that
were combined using a dichroic mirror. The 850 nm
laser beam could be translated in the imaging plane
of the microscope by a two-axis, closed-loop PZT mirror (Physik Instrumente, S330.2SL) imaged onto the
BFP of the objective [Fig. 1(b)]. To reduce air currents, optics external to the microscope were enclosed
in a box. Additionally, beams were enclosed with 2.5
cm tubes wherever possible.
However, fiber coupling a laser translates pointing
instability into intensity noise. Additionally, coupling
a laser into a single-mode fiber translates mode fluctuations into intensity noise. This added intensity
noise will adversely affect position measurements,
particularly in z. To minimize the effects of these
noise sources plus polarization noise, we passed a
temperature-stabilized,22 optically isolated diode laser sequentially through an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM); a single-mode, polarization-maintaining fiber; and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) [Fig. 2(a)].
Then 10% of the intensity was sampled onto a large
area 共d ⫽ 10 mm兲 photodiode (PerkinElmer Optoelectronics, YAG-444-A). This photodiode signal was analyzed by using custom-built electronics (200 kHz
bandwidth) that output a voltage signal to the AOM
driver (Isomet, A232-2). In this manner, a number of
noise sources (pointing, mode, and polarization) were
minimized by translating them into intensity noise
that was also minimized, in turn, by the intensity
feedback loop.
To verify the performance of this intensity feedback
loop, we sampled 10% of the intensity (I) onto a second photodiode [PD2 in Fig. 2(a)]. Voltages from this
second PD were digitized at 20 kHz, boxcar averaged
to 100 Hz, and normalized. Without stabilization, I
fluctuated 2.5% peak-to-peak for the 785 nm diode
laser [Fig. 2(b)], greater than the manufacturer’s
specification of 0.5% peak-to-peak fluctuation. Yet
measurements of I before the AOM were within specification. Thus the excess noise arose from one or
more other noise sources (pointing, mode, or polarization). With stabilization, we decreased the intensity noise measured at PD2 by 580-fold to achieve a
normalized stability of 1.7 ⫻ 10⫺5 rms at 100 Hz for
our 785 nm diode.23 This result demonstrates the effectiveness of our scheme whereby a variety of noise

Fig. 2. Low-frequency noise reduction. (a) Optical layout of the
intensity feedback loop: OI, optical isolator; PD, photodiode; BS,
beam sampler; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; AOM, acousto-optic
modulator. (b) Laser intensity prior to stabilization (gray) and
after stabilization (black). Data were boxcar averaged to 100 Hz.

sources can be systematically minimized without directly measuring and individually addressing each
one.
C. Enhancement of the Vertical Sensitivity in
Back-Focal-Plane Detection

Before demonstrating active stabilization, we needed
to enhance the vertical sensitivity of BFP detection.
The z positional signal of BFP detection is deduced
from the sum voltage of the QPD.20 This vertical signal arises because of the Guoy phase shift at the focus
of the laser. The scattered light off the fiducial mark
samples this phase shift. As a result, the sum signal
is modulated by constructive or destructive interference between the detection laser and the forward
propagating scattered light. This interference leads
to a small modulation on top of a comparatively large
signal proportional to I. Hence, fluctuations in I appear as fluctuations in z.
The inherent sensitivity (volts per nanometer) of
BFP detection is small 共0.2 mV兾nm兲, as deduced by
moving the fiducial mark vertically through the laser
focus [Fig. 3(a), purple]. To increase this sensitivity,
we used an offset amplifier to optimally match the
variable portion of the sum signal to the 20 V dynamic range of a standard 16-bit data acquisition
[Fig. 3(a), black]. More precisely, we subtracted a stable, externally supplied reference voltage 共V0兲 from the
original sum signal 共Vz兲 and multiplied the resulting difference by a 135-fold gain (g) [e.g., g共Vz ⫺ V0兲].
This amplification led to an enhanced sensitivity of
27 mV兾nm, sufficient to resolve 0.1 nm motion. Finally, the combination of offset amplification with intensity stabilization yielded an additional benefit: the
small, periodic oscillations in the sum signal were
20 January 2007 兾 Vol. 46, No. 3 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 3. Vertical BFP detection enhancement. (a) Height calibration signals for an affixed bead that was scanned vertically through
the detection laser. The traces represent the inherent signal (purple), offset-amplified signal (black), offset-amplified signal with
intensity servo active (blue). (b) Differential BFP detection measurements of vertical motion 共zdif ⫽ z785 ⫺ z850兲 using two lasers and
one affixed bead as a fiducial mark. Traces represent the inherent
signal (purple), the intensity-stabilized signal (gray), and the
offset-amplified signal with intensity servo active (blue). Traces
displaced vertically for clarity.

eliminated (blue). Since the PD in the servo loop measures forward propagating light and stabilizes the
intensity before it enters the microscope, these oscillations are not the interference between forwardscattered light from the bead, the cover slip, and the
primary laser.24 Such an interaction occurs within
the microscope and propagates forward. Therefore we
speculate that these oscillations, which are repeatable,
result from a small amount of reflected light that feeds
back into the diode laser cavity, making it through
both the AOM and the optical isolation system.
Before demonstrating active stabilization, we
needed to verify that our combination of improvements in optical and mechanical design were sufficient to resolve 0.1 nm motion. We tested our vertical
resolution by using differential BFP detection.8 In
this technique, the position of one fiducial mark (initially, a 400 nm diameter bead melted to the cover
slip) can be measured with two detection lasers. The
difference in the position records is calculated (e.g.,
zdif ⫽ z785 ⫺ z850), which computationally removes
stage drift.8 Thus even after removing such drift, the
original z signal was shown to be too noisy to achieve
0.1 nm stability in zdif [Fig. 3(b), purple]. This excess
noise was primarily due to the sum signal being pro424
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Fig. 4. Fiducial mark movement. (a) Differential BFP detection in
x (xdif ⫽ x785 ⫺ x850, green) and y (ydif ⫽ y785 ⫺ y850, red) using both
lasers to measure the position of one affixed bead as a fiducial mark
(inset). (b) Differential BFP detection as in (a) except that the
lasers measure the position of different affixed beads (inset). The
displayed trace reflects the median short-term noise observed in
ten trials. (c) Differential BFP detection as in (a) except that the
lasers measure the position of two nanofabricated posts (inset).
Traces displaced vertically for clarity.

portional to I. The intensity-stabilized zdif signal
showed marked improvement but did not achieve our
desired 0.1 nm stability [Fig. 3(b), gray]. By coupling
intensity stabilization with offset amplification of the
BFP vertical signal, we achieved a 0.1 nm differential
vertical stability [Fig. 3(b), blue]. More quantitatively, the average short term 共1 s兲 vertical stability
was 0.10 nm 共¯ z兲, determined from a nonoverlapping
series of one-hundred 1 s intervals (see Subsection
2.A). Long-term vertical stability was ⱕ0.33 nm (rms)
over 100 s. As shown in Fig. 4(a), short-term, horizontal differential stability was excellent, achieving
picometer-scale stability 共¯ x ⫽ 40 pm, ¯ y ⫽ 40 pm兲.
D.

Reduction of Fiducial Mark Movement

These enhancements of the BFP detection’s sensitivity and stability can stabilize a microscope to 0.1 nm
only if the fiducial marks are firmly coupled to the

cover slip at this scale. Previously8 and in Fig. 3,
400 nm diameter polystyrene beads, melted to the
cover slip, were used as fiducial marks. Unfortunately, our melted beads still demonstrated significant motion. When differential BFP detection or
video-based detection is used to detect the position of
one bead, bead movement relative to the surface is
undetected [Fig. 4(a)]. However, if differential BFP
detection is used to detect two beads, then bead movement relative to the cover slip is visible. In fact, in
⬃80% of our traces, beads moved ⬎0.1 nm relative to
the cover slip [Fig. 4(b)]. Such motion limited our
ability to stabilize the microscope and presumably
limited the stability of the work of others as well,
though in such cases this added motion would have
been unseen without an independent measurement.
To surmount these challenges, we fabricated a regular array of fiducial marks that were an integral
part of the cover slip. Symmetric nanoscale posts were
fabricated on cover slips using hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, Dow Corning, FOx-16) and e-beam lithography. First, acid cleaned cover slips were spin coated
at speeds of 1–5 krpm with HSQ to produce posts
with heights ranging from ⬃400–1000 nm. Then,
thin aluminum films 共⬃15 nm兲 were vapor deposited
to prevent charging during the next step, e-beam
lithography (38 keV, 450 C兾cm2 dose). When exposed to electron irradiation, HSQ crosslinks to form
glasslike features as small as 20 nm.25 This fine control allows for highly symmetric, circular structures
to be fabricated. Asymmetric structures lead to cross
talk between the x and y motions on the QPD (data
not shown). After e-beam exposure, the aluminum
was etched (⬃10 s, 16 parts phosphoric acid : 1 part
nitric acid : 1 part acetic acid : 2 parts water), and the
HSQ was developed 共⬃10 min兲 by using tetramethyl
ammonium hydroxide (TMAH). Finally, to ensure the
HSQ was fully crosslinked, it was thermally cured at
600 °C for 15 min.
These posts yielded excellent optical signals with
sensitivities in x, y, and z sufficient for 0.1 nm resolution and were, as expected, stable relative to the
cover slip [Fig. 4(c)]. To elucidate how these sensitivities scaled with both height (h) and width (w), we
constructed a range of posts with varying h 共300–
1000 nm兲 and w 共300–725 nm兲. We then measured
the sensitivity of each post by translating the post
(via the stage) through the laser beam to generate a
position versus voltage curve, the slope of which is
the sensitivity. In Fig. 5(a), we show these calibration
curves for posts of different w. Interestingly, the horizontal and vertical sensitivities scaled with the
volume of the post, agreeing with modeling of the
post as a point with a polarizability proportional to
its volume, even though the dimensions for larger
posts were comparable to the laser’s wavelength
共785 nm兲.18,20
As an alternative to posts, we also investigated
holes as fiducial marks. We made holes by spin
coating cleaned coverslips with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (⬃300 nm thick) and then vapor

Fig. 5. Fiducial mark signals. (a) Horizontal response for posts of
varying size. Posts were a constant height h ⫽ 600 nm with widths
(w) of 350 nm (cyan), 550 nm (green), or 725 nm (red). Inset, geometry of a post. (b) Horizontal response for holes of varying size.
Holes were a constant depth d ⬵ 500 nm with initial widths (w) of
100 nm (cyan), 200 nm (green), or 300 nm (red). Inset, geometry of
a hole.

depositing a thin layer of aluminum, as before. Next,
a chromium layer was deposited to the cover slip’s
backside, to prevent etching of the cover slip. Then,
we exposed a grid of filled circles with varying radii
using e-beam lithography (38 keV, 350 C兾cm2 dose).
After removing the aluminum and developing the
resist, we etched the underlying cover slip with buffered hydrofluoric acid to obtain isotropic holes. Finally, the cover slips were cleaned in methyl isobutyl
ketone.
Holes, initiated from different openings w in the
PMMA, gave different signals [Fig. 5(b)]. For the
smallest openings investigated 共100 nm兲, we measured an approximately linear signal over an extended
range. However, for larger openings, the response was
nonlinear in the middle of the hole. We conclude that
hemispherical holes yielded high quality signals, but
flat-bottom holes did not. Additionally, holes have
their optical center ⬃1 m below the plane of the
trapped bead, which requires detector beam foci to
be in different planes, an added complication. For
these reasons, we chose to use posts for future work.
3. Results
A.

Active Stabilization

To actively stabilize the microscope, we monitored a
post’s position with the 785 nm diode laser. The stage
position was updated at 100 Hz to keep the post’s
position constant in all three axes. The 850 nm de20 January 2007 兾 Vol. 46, No. 3 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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thermal expansion27 by moving the PZT stage 44 nm
to keep the vertical position of the post constant [Fig.
6(b), purple]. Thus in the absence of this correction,
there would have been a total vertical drift of 44 nm.
Notably, active stabilization yielded excellent longterm stability [0.15, 0.14, and 0.26 nm (rms) over 50 s
for x, y, and z]. Short-term stability (1 s) was essentially unchanged at 0.11, 0.10, and 0.10 nm for ¯ x,
¯ y, and ¯ z.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 6. Active stabilization. (a) Post position measured by the
independent 850 nm detection beam, x850 (green), y850, (red), and
z850 (blue). (b) As in (a), independent position records with active
stabilization before and during heating. At 40 s, the objective was
heated, leading to significant vertical drift that was compensated
for by moving the PZT stage (e.g., zst, purple, vertical stage position). Traces displaced vertically for clarity. Inset, atomic force
microscope image of a post with a height of 600 nm.

tector, recording the same post, independently determined microscope stability [Fig. 6(a)]. Remarkably,
we achieve short-term stabilities, as analyzed above,
of ¯ x ⫽ 0.11 nm, ¯ y ⫽ 0.10 nm, and ¯ z ⫽ 0.09 nm, and
long-term stabilities of x ⫽ 0.17 nm, y ⫽ 0.12 nm,
and z ⫽ 0.35 nm over a 100 s period. We note that
the bandwidth of our feedback loop is limited by the
resonance frequency of the stage (450 Hz horizontal
and 1100 Hz vertical). New, stiffer direct-drive piezoelectric stages with higher resonances should lead to
lower noise and higher bandwidth stabilization. Additionally, we note that this independent verification
of microscope stability, once performed, is not necessary in stabilization applications.
B. Active Stabilization in the Presence of Significant
Heating

The robustness of this 3D stabilization was demonstrated by introducing a large, temporally controllable drift by heating the objective, which has a
transmission of 59%,26 with a high-power, 1064 nm
laser (not shown). This type of perturbation is often
found in optical-trapping assays,9,12,13 and a similar
motion arises from the common problem of objective
settling. Initially, we actively stabilized the microscope at a constant low laser power 共50 mW兲 [Fig.
6(b)]. At 40 s, the laser power was increased by a
factor of 3 to 150 mW. During the following 50 s, the
active stabilization compensated for the objective’s
426
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The experimental advances presented here allow
real-time, 0.1 nm stabilization of an optical microscope in three dimensions. The excellent long-term
stability enables high resolution measurements that
would previously have been dominated by instrumental drift. Thus we anticipate that the advances developed here will be especially useful in the many
surface-coupled single-molecule assays where tracking particles undergoing Brownian motion to nanometer or subnanometer precision is important in
determining the fundamental step size of molecular
motors.2,5,6,12,28,29 High-resolution, tethered-particlemotion assays would also benefit from the enhanced
stability afforded by this technique.30 Further, we
anticipate that a scanning probe microscope tip could
be actively stabilized relative to a fiducial mark engineered into the sample by backscattering light31 off
both these objects. Hence this approach of using
nanofabricated fiducial marks in an active, real-time
feedback loop to achieve atomic-scale stabilization in
three dimensions could be applied to many interesting ultrastable measurement platforms.
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